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In this study, the Corpus of Drifting Records from Chosǒn was constructed by using a 

historical document, Pipiensatunglok 備邊司謄錄, which was the official record of the Border 

Defence Council of the Chosǒn dynasty, written mostly in Chinese.  The linguistic features 

therein were also analysed. 

As a result of the maritime prohibitions 海禁 policy of the Ch‘ing court, domestic 

trading was the dominant form of trading in that period.  However, during the monsoon season, 

the stranding of boats or even shipwreck incidents were not uncommon.  Records of ships 

drifting to Chosǒn were observed periodically in Pipiensatunglok.  In these records, not only 

is the manner of interrogation by the Chosǒn officials revealed, but the linguistic features of 

Chinese, as a second language, produced by Chosǒn officials.  Such records are remarkable 

materials in studying the Sino-Chosǒn relations during the Ch‘ing dynasty. 

A part-of-speech tagged corpus was developed as a tool to analyse the contents and 

linguistic features therein.  This corpus contains all the 40 drifting records from 1617 to 1880 

as documented in Pipiensatunglok. It contains about 65 000 characters (42 000 tokens, 6000 

types).Many lexical features in Old Mandarin are found, although words only used in Literary 

Chinese are also observed (highlighted, Table 1). 

Pronouns 你們(422), 儞們(127), 我們(95), 俺們(92) , 俺等(87) 

Aspect markers 了(30), 過(9), 着(6) 

Sentence final particles 耶(481), 矣(198), 麽(144), 也(78), 乎(53) 

Measure words 里(364), 日(153), 年(139), 箇(107), 員 (89) 

Determiners 幾(328), 何(268), 其(145), 此(143), 各(93) 
Table 1. Most frequently observed words for the five most frequently used classes of function words 

The dominance of the use of colloquial function words used in the records indicates the 

advanced proficiency of colloquial Chinese of the Chosǒn officials.  Nevertheless, the 

distribution of some function words is very different from that in published works in the same 

period (e.g. the first personal pronouns, Table 2).  The frequent use of 俺們/俺等 is most 

probably a result of the influence by a Chinese textbook for Korean learners of Chinese, namely 

老乞大.  However, for unknown reason, the archaic 吾 and even 吾們 appeared occasionally 

from late 18th century. 

Type Non-modern Modern Our corpus Published works Textbook  

1SG 俺 我 俺 not found 1138:20877 ≈ 1:20 177:84 ≈ 2:1 

 吾 我 4:36 ≈ 1:9 40:20877 ≈ 1:500 吾 not found 

1PL 俺們/俺等 我們 179:95 ≈ 2:1 107:1599 ≈ 1:15 俺們 not found 

 吾們 我們 6:95 ≈ 1:16 吾們 not found 吾們 not found 
Table 2. Contrastive distribution of 1P observed in our corpus, fictions(醒世姻緣, 金瓶梅, 紅樓夢) and textbook(老乞大) 

There is also evidence vernacularization being a trend (Table 3), suggesting that the 

Chosǒn officials had been making an effort to improve the faithfulness of transcription, and 

thus most probably their proficiency in Mandarin. 

#records 1617-1775 (10) 1777-1809 (11) 1813-1837 (10) 1840-1880 (9) 

此 9 11 9 9 

這 0 0 4 5 

何 9 11 8 6 

甚麽 2 4 4 4 
Table 3. Contrastive distribution between the use of colloquial and literary forms of selected function words 


